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Abstract

Background: Female patients using indwelling urinary catheters (IUCs) are disproportionately at risk for developing catheter-associated
urinary tract infections (CAUTIs) compared to males. Female external urine wicking devices (FEUWDs) have emerged as potential
alternatives to IUCs for incontinence management.

Objectives: To assess the clinical risks and benefits of FEUWDs as alternatives to IUCs.

Methods: Ovid MEDLINE, Embase, Scopus, Web of Science Core Collection, CINAHL Complete, and ClinicalTrials.gov were searched from
inception to July 10, 2023. Included studies used FEUWDs as an intervention and reportedmeasures of urinary tract infections and secondary
outcomes related to incontinence management.

Results: Of 2,580 returned records, 50 were systematically reviewed. Meta-analyses assessed rates of indwelling CAUTIs and IUC utilization.
Following FEUWD implementation, IUC utilization rates decreased 14% (RR= 0.86, 95% CI = [0.76, 0.97]) and indwelling CAUTI rates
nonsignificantly decreased up to 32% (IRR= 0.68, 95%CI= [0.39, 1.17]). Limited only to studies that described protocols for implementation,
the incidence rate of indwelling CAUTIs decreased significantly up to 54% (IRR= 0.46, 95% CI = [0.32, 0.66]). Secondary outcomes were
reported less routinely.

Conclusions: Overall, FEUWDs nonsignificantly reduced indwelling CAUTI rates, though reductions were significant among studies
describing FEUWD implementation protocols. We recommend developing standard definitions for consistent reporting of non-indwelling
CAUTI complications such as FEUWD-associated UTIs, skin injuries, and mobility-related complications.

(Received 18 January 2024; accepted 23 March 2024)

Introduction

Catheter-associated urinary tract infections (CAUTIs) are a
leading source of hospital-acquired infections and associated with
complications that increase patient morbidity1,2. Many hospital-
acquired urinary tract infections develop in patients using
indwelling urinary catheters (IUCs) (i.e., Foley catheters)2. IUCs
disrupt innate immune defenses, causing biofilm formation on
catheter surfaces and subsequent bacteriuria1. The risk of

bacteriuria increases each day an IUC is in place, making it
imperative to limit the duration of catheterization or avoid
catheterization altogether3.

IUC alternatives for male patients have existed for quite some
time4–6. Yet, until recently, a viable alternative for female patients
has been lacking. In 2016, a noninvasive collection device designed
for female genitalia was developed and trademarked as PureWick7.
Utilizing a soft and flexible wickingmaterial to absorb urine, which
is gently drawn away from the body using low, continuous suction,
it is placed between the labia majora, with the wicking material
facing the body, the top of the device aligned with the pubic bone,
and the bottom tucked into the gluteal cleft8–10. These devices have
the potential to reduce indwelling CAUTI incidence in female
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patients, who are particularly susceptible to CAUTIs given
the short length of the female urethra and its proximity to the
perineum. Current research has examined two similar female
external urine wicking devices (henceforth, FEUWDs) that differ
only slightly in shape and options for securing the device to the
patient: PureWick (Becton, Dickinson and Co.) and PrimaFit (Sage
Products LLC)11,12. Here, we perform a systematic review and
meta-analysis of the existing literature to assess the clinical risks
and benefits of FEUWDs, hypothesizing that FEUWD use would
result in reduced CAUTI rates (without increasing non-indwelling
catheter-associated UTIs) due to their less invasive technology
than traditional indwelling catheters. Because non-indwelling
catheter-associated UTI data were insufficient, our analysis was
only able to evaluate the effect of FEUWD use on CAUTI rates.

Methods

We are compliant with Meta-Analysis of Observation Studies in
Epidemiology (MOOSE) reporting guidelines. This systematic
review was registered in PROSPERO (ID: CRD42022340503).
Protocol updates are provided in Supplement Methods 1.

Data sources and searches

The following databases were searched from inception to July 12,
2022 to identify relevant articles, trials, or meeting abstracts
describing alternatives to indwelling catheters: Ovid Medline
(Ovid Medline, Embase.com, Scopus, Web of Science Core
Collection, CINAHL Complete, and ClinicalTrials.gov. Search
updates were performed onMarch 24, 2023 and July 10, 2023. Each
search utilized controlled vocabulary in combination with relevant
keywords, and no limits were applied. Reference tracking was
performed on highly relevant articles. Original search strategies
were developed in Ovid Medline and translated to other databases
using the Systematic Review Accelerator Polyglot tool13. Complete
search terms and strategies are available in SupplementMethods 2.

Study selection

Eligibility criteria were left broad to capture all possible relevant
data. Studies of female and male patients were eligible for inclusion
based on reports that certain male patients (such as those with
penile retraction) may use FEUWDs despite not being designed for
male use. Furthermore, both randomized and non-randomized
studies, published or unpublished, were eligible for inclusion, given
that they implemented an appropriate intervention (i.e., FEUWD)
and reported at least one outcome of interest.

Although FEUWDs are the intervention of interest, no formal
definition of female external urinary device-associated UTIs
(FEUWD-UTIs) currently exists (Supplement Methods 3).
Because FEUWD use is hypothesized to reduce IUC use and,
consequently, indwelling catheter-associated UTI (CAUTI) rates,
indwelling CAUTIs are evaluated as the primary outcome.
Secondary outcomes included IUC use, antibiotic use, skin
breakdown, skin pressure injury, vaginal/vulvar dryness or
chaffing, cost effectiveness, and mobility-related complications.

Citations were deduplicated by librarian WT using a modified
version of the Bramer Endnote Deduplication Technique14.Within
Rayyan, each record was screened by two independent, trained
investigators: NP (Records 1-1,256), JW (1–592), JY (593–1,256)15.
Records were selected if they made sufficient reference to the
intervention and outcome(s) of interest or if reference to “external
urinary catheters” was vague and needed further clarification.

Having obtained full-text records, citations were discarded if they
contained no additional clarification or the wrong catheter type
was identified. Records published prior to 2015 were excluded as
FEUWDs were brought to market in 2016. Still, experimental use of
the devices might have occurred earlier; thus, we restricted included
studies to only those dated 2015 to present. At each step, discrepancies
in reviewer decisions were resolved through deliberation.

Data extraction and quality assessment

Remaining records underwent dual independent review: NP
(Records 1–50), JW (1–20), JY (21–50). Outcome data was collected
in identical electronic data extraction forms. Two independent
reviewers used the Risk of Bias in Non-Randomized Studies—of
Interventions (ROBINS-I) tool to assess the methodological quality
of included records, excluding abstracts, which provide limited
information on methods used, and non-interventional studies
(NP (Records 1–14), JA (1–3), JW (4–6), JY (7–14)) (16).

Data synthesis and analysis

Studies included in meta-analyses provided sufficient data to
calculate or infer the rate ratios of CAUTIs per 1,000 patient-days
(pd), CAUTIs per 1,000 device-days (dd), or IUCutilization (device-
days per patient-days) from pre- to post-FEUWD implementation
periods. Random-effects meta-analysis models then determined the
pooled effect of FEUWD implementation on the rate of CAUTIs
per 1,000 pd, CAUTIs per 1,000 dd, and IUC utilization. Although
IUC use is a secondary outcome, it was frequently reported and
therefore included in meta-analysis. Other secondary outcomes,
although reported inconsistently, were systematically evaluated and
summarized. We planned to assess publication bias using funnel
plot visualization and Egger’s regression tests.

Some studies included in themeta-analyses explicitly described the
use of protocols for FEUWD implementation. However, other studies
either did not follow a protocol or failed to specify. Because the nature
of implementation could be unclear, studies were categorized post hoc
according to their overall risk of bias score (ROB), which reflects the
strength of implementation protocols. Measures of heterogeneity
were calculated for subgroup and overall random-effects models
(Cochran’s Q, I2, and τ2). Statistical analyses were performed using R
Statistical Software, version 4.1.2 (metafor package)17.

Role of the funding source

The funder had no role in any part of the design or conduct of
the study.

Results

Fifty records were included for review (Supplement Fig. 1). Two
randomized control trials were reviewed for eligibility: (1) a pilot in
collaboration with Becton, Dickinson and Co. studying the use of
PureWick to manage nocturia and nighttime falls associated with
going to the bathroom and (2) a C.R. Bard-sponsored trial
evaluating risk of skin injury and the urine capture rate of PureWick
in incontinent women requiring diapers18,19. Because these are
ongoing, no results were available for consideration. Consequently,
all 50 records were non-randomized intervention studies. Only 14
studies, providing sufficient methodological information and
interventional in design, were evaluated for quality. Of these,
7 studies provided adequate outcomes data required for inclusion in
meta-analyses. All 7 studies included inmeta-analyses demonstrated
a moderate or serious risk of bias overall (Supplement Fig. 2).
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Table 1. Summary of outcomes reported in included records*

1st Author, Year

Type of Outcome Reported

UTI, CAUTI, or FEUWD-UTI IUC Utilization Urine Cultures Ordered Bacteriuria Skin Complications Other

Peer Reviewed Published Manuscripts

Beeson, 202320 CAUTI X UC

Cilluffo, 202221 CAUTI X X CS

Eckert, 202022 CAUTI X

Jasperse, 202223 UTI, CAUTI, FEUWD-UTI X X LOH, ABX, MRC

Khosla, 202224 CS

Lem, 202225 UTI, CAUTI, FEUWD-UTI X X X LOH, ABX, MRC

Noval, 202226 CAUTI X X ABX

Rearigh, 202127 CAUTI X X

Root, 202128 X CS

Rose, 202129 UC

Tran, 202330 CAUTI X X CE, CS

Van Decker, 202131 CAUTI

Warren, 202032 CAUTI X

Whitaker, 202333 CAUTI X

Won, 202334 CAUTI X X

Zavodnick, 202035 CAUTI X CS

Peer Reviewed Abstracts

Auten, 202136 CAUTI

Beeson, 201837 CAUTI X

Behrend, 201838 CAUTI X UC, CE, CS

Cassone, 202239 UC

Chirca, 201840 CAUTI X

Dublynn, 201941 CAUTI X

Ecklund, 202042 CAUTI X X MRC, UC

Fields, 201943 CAUTI X

Figueredo, 202044 CAUTI X

Fritsch, 201945 CAUTI X

Gentile, 202046 CAUTI X

Goris, 202047 CAUTI X

Gutzmirtl, 201948 CAUTI X

Henry, 201949 CAUTI CE

Hughes, 202050 CAUTI X

Kelly, 201851 CE

Kelly, 202252 CE

Kuzow, 201953 CAUTI X

Maydick-Youngberg, 202054 X

Mayes, 202055 CAUTI X X

McRae, 202356 UC, CS

Mena Lora, 202057 CAUTI X

Minor, 202258 CAUTI

Mueller, 201959 CAUTI X

Nalbandian, 202260 CAUTI X

Ohanian, 202261 CAUTI X

(Continued)
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Table 1 summarizes the outcomes reported in each record.
Most reported some measure of UTI and IUC utilization, though
only two reported FEUWD-UTIs. With few exceptions, all
abstracts reported decreased indwelling CAUTI incidence upon
FEUWD implementation, although reporting of statistical
significance, confidence intervals, and sample sizes varied. Study
characteristics and outcomes of records included in meta-analyses
are given in Table 2, with more detailed outcomes provided in
Supplement Table 1. Of the 7 studies included in meta-analyses,
studies either implemented FEUWDs amid other interventions

designed to reduce IUC utilization and CAUTI rates, which could
have influenced outcomes, or did not specify (Table 2). Study
characteristics and outcomes of all other records are provided in
Supplement Table 2. Table 3 provides a summary of secondary
outcomes.

Meta-analyses

Due to limited reported data, only 7 studies contributed to the
pooled estimates of CAUTIs per 1,000 pd andCAUTIs per 1,000 dd,

Table 1. (Continued )

1st Author, Year

Type of Outcome Reported

UTI, CAUTI, or FEUWD-UTI IUC Utilization Urine Cultures Ordered Bacteriuria Skin Complications Other

Pavlovsky, 202062 X

Peters, 202163 UTI X

Reeths, 202064 X

Riemenschneider, 202065 X

Srisatidnarakul, 202166 CAUTI X

Sundhu, 202267 LOH

Taneja, 202368 CS

Wilkerson, 202069 CAUTI X

*All studies are based in the United States except for Cilluffo et al. (Italy).
UTI, urinary tract infection not associated with an indwelling urinary catheter.
CAUTI, indwelling catheter-associated urinary tract infection.
FEUWD-UTI, female external urine wicking device-associated urinary tract infection.
IUC Utilization, indwelling urinary catheter utilization.
Urine Cultures Ordered, a test ordered by a clinician to determine the presence of infectious microorganisms in urine samples.
Bacteriuria, a positive culture of bacteria in urine (with or without symptoms of UTI, treated or untreated with antibiotics).
Skin Complications, inclusive of skin dermatitis, dermatologic allergic reaction, skin breakdown, pressure injuries.
Other: LOH, length of hospitalization; ABX, antibiotic use; MRC, mobility-related complications (e.g., deep vein thrombosis, falls); UC, urine collection; CE, cost-effectiveness; CS, comfort or
patient/provider satisfaction.

Table 2. Characteristics and outcomes of peer-reviewed published manuscripts included in meta-analyses

1st Author,
Year Design Setting

Study
Population No. of Patients

FEUWD
Used

Other CAUTI Prevention
Strategies

Indwelling
CAUTI
Trend

Beeson,
202320

Pre-post Critical, progressive care units Female
inpatients
requiring
UIM, ≥ 18

NR PrimaFit Nurse-empowered IUC
removal

Decreased

Eckert,
202022

Pre-post ICU, telemetry, med-surg,
orthopedic-neurology, acute
rehabilitation inpatient units

Female
inpatients
requiring UIM

NR PureWick CAUTI reduction
initiative, auditing
bundle adherence*

Decreased

Jasperse,
202223

Pre-post Internal medicine, family medicine,
neurology units

Female
patients,≥ 18

848 (292 received
intervention)

PureWick NS Increased

Lem,
202225

Pre-post General surgery or another surgical
subspecialty

Female
patients,≥ 18

906 (127 received
intervention)

PureWick IUC reduction initiative† Increased

Noval,
202226

Pre-post ICU (medical, surgical, neurocritical,
cardiac surgery)

Female ICU
patients

4,640 patient
encounters (∼771
received intervention)

PureWick NS Decreased

Rearigh,
202127

Pre-post Hospital-wide (medical and surgical
services)

Female
inpatients

2,347 received
intervention

PureWick CAUTI reduction
initiative*

Decreased‡

Zavodnick,
202035

Pre-post ICU Female ICU
patients,≥ 18

NR PureWick Nurse-empowered IUC
removal

Decreased‡

*Author indicated the use of simultaneous CAUTI reduction initiatives, such as CAUTI bundles or QI projects, but did not provide a specific explanation of included components.
†Author indicated the use of simultaneous IUC reduction initiatives but did not provide a specific explanation of included components (e.g., IUC indication restrictions, reminders, or stop orders).
‡Incidence rate ratios were calculated using only female patient-days. Many studies did not stratify patient-days by sex and were only able to calculate rate ratios using total (male and female)
patient-days.
FEUWD, female external urine wicking device; UIM, urinary management; NR, not reported; NS, not specified.
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while 6 studies contributed to the pooled estimate of IUC utilization.
Overall, there was no significant difference in indwelling CAUTI
rates before and after FEUWD implementation (Fig. 1).
That is, while CAUTIs per 1,000 pd decreased 32% following
implementation of FEUWDs (IRR = 0.68, 95% CI = [0.39, 1.17],
p = .1658, I2 = 60.9%) and CAUTIs per 1,000 dd decreased 18%
(IRR = 0.82, 95% CI= [0.48, 1.40], p= .4564, I2 = 59.3%), neither
reduction was significant. The pooled rate of IUC utilization
indicates that IUC use decreased significantly by 14% after
implementation of FEUWDs (RR = 0.86, 95% CI = [0.76, 0.97],
p = .0136, I2 = 99.0%).

Heterogeneity across studies was high. However, according to
post hoc analyses, there were significant reductions and less
heterogeneity in studies with moderate ROBs. Specifically,
CAUTIs per 1,000 pd decreased 54% (IRR= 0.46, 95%
CI = [0.32, 0.66], p < .001, I2= 0.0%) and CAUTIs per 1,000 dd
decreased 45% (IRR= 0.55, 95% CI = [0.38, 0.79], p = .0014,
I2= 0.0%). In this subgroup, there was a reduction of 16% for the
IUC utilization rate (RR = 0.84, 95% CI = [0.80, 0.89], p < .001,
I2= 94.8%), though heterogeneity remained high.

Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic review and
meta-analysis of clinical outcomes associated with female external
urine wicking devices (FEUWDs), which have the potential to
supplement existing CAUTI prevention initiatives. The results of
this meta-analysis suggest that rigorously protocolized implemen-
tations of FEUWDs can significantly reduce indwelling urinary
catheter (IUC) utilization and indwelling CAUTI rates in hospital

settings, though the inconsistent reporting of outcomes such as
FEUWD-associated UTIs limits our ability to fully assess the
original hypothesis. Secondary outcomes like skin injury and
mobility-related complications were reported rarely and with
varied or unspecified definitions.

Meta-analyses demonstrated that studies with moderate ROBs
were associated with significant reductions in IUC utilization and
indwelling CAUTI rates. Because these studies typically indicated
the use of protocols to guide their introductions of FEUWDs, it
appears that the process by which FEUWDs are implemented is
an important determinant of their effect on IUC utilization and
indwelling CAUTI rates. Implementation of FEUWDs may
reduce CAUTIs through two paths: (1) by reducing IUC
utilization (i.e., preventing the onset of the “lifecycle of the
catheter”)—patients never catheterized cannot, by definition,
have a CAUTI, while patients with fewer catheter-days are at
lower risk of CAUTI71—and (2) by reducing CAUTI rates among
those catheterized (CAUTI per dd) if FEUWD roll-out was part
of a “bladder bundle” that optimizes CAUTI prevention
practices72. Based on the pooled estimates, IUC utilization was
reduced by 14% while CAUTI rates among those catheterized
were reduced by 45%, suggesting that pathway (2) is very
important. This is consistent with protocols that direct FEUWD
use toward patients at higher risk of CAUTI but could also reflect
bias from other efforts to reduce CAUTIs. FEUWDs also appear
to be a promising means of accurate urine collection, associated
with high user satisfaction, and a potential cost-cutting
intervention, though the need for frequent replacement (i.e.,
every 8–12 hours or when soiled by blood or stool) might
countervail potential savings.

Table 3. Summary of secondary outcomes

Outcome No. of Studies Findings Conclusion

Length of
Hospitalization

223,25 FEUWD implementation increased median LOH.* More data needed

Antibiotic Use 323,25,26 2 studies found E. coli was the primary causative agent of UTIs in patients with IUCs
and FEUWDs.*Another found no change in antibiotic prescribing patterns before and
after FEUWD implementation.

More data needed

Skin Complications 820,23,25,30,34,38,42,65 3 studies reported erythema and skin breakdown due to device firmness, high suction,
or allergic reaction to device material. 1 study found that hospital-associated pressure
injuries (HAPIs) nonsignificantly increased after FEUWD implementation.† Still, 3 other
studies reported HAPIs were avoided or reduced following FEUWD implementation.
Several studies reported no or minimal skin breakdown and reductions in
incontinence-associated dermatitis.

FEUWDs slightly favored

Mobility-Related
Complications

223,25 Cases of deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism were reported following
FEUWD implementation.*

More data needed

Patient and Nurse
Satisfaction

822,24,26,28,30,35,38,68 Satisfaction was high. Studies indicated good patient and caregiver satisfaction with
home, outpatient community, and hospice care use of PureWick.

FEUWDs are favored to
IUCs

Urine Specimen
Collection

520,29,38,39,42 There were several reports of successful urine diversion and input/output
measurements. Validation studies confirmed good agreement between urine samples
from normal voiding and PureWick collection for several analytes, including urine
protein concentrations. Test strip analysis and automated analysis are recommended,
but microscopy is not due to filtration of certain analytes. Because bacteria may grow
in the collection chamber, FEUWDs are not recommended for urinalysis.

Little difference between
FEUWDs and IUCs
(depends on method)

Cost-Effectiveness 630,38,49,51,52,57 Analyses have shown potential savings associated with FEUWD use through the
avoidance of toilet-related falls and reduction in time required for incontinence care.
Individual institutions have also generated their own estimates of cost savings, ranging
from $13,786 on a per-patient basis to $1 million per year at a large academic hospital
due to reduced CAUTIs and Medicare fines.

Cost-neutral to
cost-saving

*These studies failed to track temporal changes in IUC and FEUWD status, making it difficult to determine if outcomes were associated with IUC or FEUWD use.
†HAPIs are multifactorial and may not be associated with urinary catheter use.
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Limitations

All studies included in meta-analyses demonstrated a moderate to
serious risk of bias. Because several studies were conducted as QI
projects rather than controlled interventions, implementation
protocols varied across sites, which contributed to heterogenous
effects. This also typically meant that the introduction of FEUWDs
occurred alongside existing interventions to reduce CAUTIs.
Studies with moderate ROBs failed to adequately account for
confounding interventions, which undermined the internal
validity of their findings and may be attributable to weak
implementation protocols. Studies with serious ROBs demon-
strated additional methodological problems. For example, both
studies with serious ROBs, which shared language to describe the
absence of an implementation protocol, failed to account for
temporal changes to intervention status, making it difficult to
ascertain which device type (FEUWD or IUC) had the effect of
increasing their indwelling CAUTI and FEUWD-associated UTI
rates23,25.

In the meta-analyses, confidence intervals for IUC utilization
rates are exceedingly narrow because included studies treated
each patient-day independently rather than nested within patients

and we lack the information needed to adjust for this properly.
Another limitation is that some studies calculated rates based on
total (male and female) patient-days20,35. Because interest lies in the
comparison of rate ratios as opposed to rates themselves, the rate
ratios for these studies can still be compared to others. However,
this relies on the assumption that the fraction of female patient-
days to total patient-days is relatively stable between pre- and
post-intervention periods.

Although publication bias is a potential limitation (Supplement
Fig. 3), the low number of studies included in meta-analyses
and considerable inter-study heterogeneity make this difficult to
assess70. The risk of publication bias should be reassessed when
more studies are available to be included in meta-analysis.

Recommendations

Because the quality of existing data regarding the clinical outcomes
of FEUWDs is limited, the results of our systematic review and
meta-analysis should be interpreted judiciously. Nevertheless, we
feel that it is important to share these findings to improve the
quality of future research on FEUWDs, and we have identified
areas for improvement to help researchers achieve this aim.

Figure 1. Meta-analyses of the effect of FEUWDs on CAUTI rates and IUC utilization.
Note that Fig. 1c has a different scale to facilitate the visualization of very narrow confidence intervals.
FEUWD, female external urine wicking device; RE, random effects.
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First, we recommend developing a standardized definition of
female external urine wicking device-associated urinary tract
infections (FEUWD-UTIs) to facilitate comparison across future
studies. In addition to the joint reporting of IUC utilization and
indwelling CAUTI rates, FEUWD utilization and FEUWD-UTI
rates should be reported, as well as skin- and mobility-related
complications associated with FEUWD use. Although some
studies have reported measures of FEUWD use, they vary
greatly and are often not expressed as device-days per
patient-days22,23,25,27,30,32,33,46,63. It would also be useful for
researchers to report IUC utilization and indwelling CAUTI rates
among female patients only so that evaluations of the relationship
between FEUWD and IUC use are specific to the patient
population of interest.

Ultimately, more rigorously protocolized intervention studies
reporting these outcomes are needed to provide sufficient data to
measure the correlation between device utilization and UTI
outcomes, which could corroborate the hypothesized mechanism
by which FEUWDs reduce UTI rates. Ideal FEUWD implementa-
tion protocols should include: (1) standardized guidelines for
FEUWD use rather than clinician discretion only, (2) consistent
and standardized charting, (3) maintained attention to local
hygiene as would be expected for IUCs, and (4) documentation of
all potential FEUWD-associated complications.

There is also variation in the types of units in which FEUWDs
are implemented, which may be an important factor in gauging
FEUWD utility. We recommend that FEUWDs first be introduced
in the ICU. Warren et al. (2021) recommended first implementing
FEUWDs in ICUs given their observation that PureWick
implementation had the greatest effect on IUC utilization and
indwelling CAUTI rates in ICU patients32. Similarly, Gentile et al.
(2020) observed significant reductions in IUC utilization and
indwelling CAUTI rates after introduction of PureWick in ICUs
only46. Because ICUs tend to have the greatest number of patients
using IUCs, CAUTI incidence is likely to be higher than on other
hospital units. These findings suggest that where the preponder-
ance of CAUTI is greatest, so too will be the protective effect of
FEUWDs. Further research is needed to ascertain FEUWD
effectiveness in environments with traditionally lower IUC use.
Still, even in settings with low baseline IUC utilization, Gentile et al.
(2020) found that successful FEUWD implementation can lead to
further, if modest, reductions in IUC utilization and indwelling
CAUTI rates46.

Conclusions

FEUWDs have the potential to significantly reduce IUC utilization
and indwelling CAUTI rates in hospital settings when introduced
with a protocol to guide use. Although secondary outcomes of
FEUWD use were reported less routinely, there is evidence that
their benefit extends beyond reducing CAUTI incidence.
Inconsistent implementation protocols contribute to significant
heterogeneity and studies likely do not control for important
confounders, limiting our understanding of the true effect of
FEUWDs. Improved implementation protocols and a standard-
ized definition of FEUWD-UTIs should help harmonize inter-
ventions and comparisons of effects across future studies.
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